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The trending colors of Spring and Summer this year are an eclectic collection of vibrant and fresh tones mixed with natural, earth-inspired hues. 
2015 color is infused with happiness and health for your space and lifestyle. Think of color like nutrition that sustains your actvitities and supports your emotions. 

Color is so much more than its name...

This season’s go-to color palette inspires a sense of wellness and energy that organizes a space and welcomes you home.

Bright White + Grayed White
Bold Blue + Worn Denim Blue

Lemon Citrus Yellow + Pale Pastel Yellow
Blossom Pink + Softly Sweet Pink

Bright White

Pastel Yellow

Blossom Pink

Worn Denim Blue

Bold Blue

Grayed White Soft Pink

Citrus Yellow

2015 Spring/Summer Color Trend Palette



Pure, fresh, bright white can be paired with virtually any color for a complimentary effect 
that highlights the color next to it. A crisp, uplifting white that never fades out of style, 

use this color to brighten any space, highlight an area or room, on ceilings, and much more.

Pure Bright White Grayed White

Grayed White - bright white’s counter trend - offers a mood of introspection unlike the out-
going bright white energy. This side of white is the color of ashes, a palette of grays that 

hints at watery pastels. Grayed White is more subtle than its pure, fresh side.   

TREND COUNTER TREND



Bold Bright Blue Worn Denim Blue

‘Moody’ Blues are headlining this season’s trend palettes. Blues of all shades and hues are 
rejuvenating surrounding colors, adding a sense of adventure and emphasizing diverse 

cultural elements. Think of the rooftops in Santorini, gem-stones, and topical waters when you 
think of this side of the blue trend. Bold, bright, and inspiring, this is a mainstay in the season’s 
go-to color choices.

Worn Denim Blue is the counter trend to bold bright blue. This is a color that makes you 
think of warm familiar comfort. Just like a favorite pair of timeless denim jeans, it is a 

color that you will always revert back to when you need to define a space in a more under-
stated fashion. Unlike bright blue, this is a blue with a gray undertone and subtle character.

TREND COUNTER TREND



Lemon Citrus Yellow Pastel Pale Yellow

Lemon Citrus Yellow is a fresh, bright color that is bold and exciting. Adding a splash of 
Spring/Summer to any space, this is a color that will foretell Summer and carry you 

through the Fall.
Pastel Pale Yellow befriends grays and blues, working to soften the feel of a space and 

infuse a sense of long light. Pale yellow pairs with virtually all the ascending colors for 
this season.

TREND COUNTER TREND



Blossom Pink Softly Sweet Pink

Blossom Pink is a pink that is alive with happiness and delight. This pink will rejuvenate 
a space with new energy and sweet optimism. Add white, blue, or soft natural green to 

the mix for a fresh take on familiar feelings of youthfulness and a hopeful and healthy future.
Softly Sweet Pink has a hint of gray and an innocent personality. This is a restful color that is 

soothing and creates a soft background for other pastel colors or deep bright hues as well. 
This hue pairs sweetly with blues, grayed whites, pure whites and the floral prints of 
summer- a color of summer sunrises , sunsets and summer lipstick.

TREND COUNTER TREND



Together, these colors make for a floral bouquet of hues that define the very essence of Spring and Summer 2015. 

The enchanting vibe of current color trends motivates you to take a chance and try something new. 
Nourish yourself this season with color that can transform and revitalize your lifestyle and environment.

Color Communications, Inc. Autumn 2015 Color Trends will evolve out of the Spring/Summer collection.
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Thank you to the contributors and to the greater color 
industry for inspiring the Spring/Summer 2015 Color Trend 
Report from Color Communications, Inc.

Keep in touch with CCI on Social Media for more on the latest 
in Color and next season’s Color Forecast and Trend Report.

Contact Color Communications, Inc. with questions and inquiries, and learn more about CCI at www.ccicolor.com:
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4000 W. Fillmore St., Chicago, IL     60624
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